WITH  THE  PRINCE  OF  DZUN
another great luxury in the eyes of the nomads—that we
drank our tea before going to sleep. Our sleeping-bags were
very comfortable, but salt had been used in tanning the
leather and it often gave me tiresome fits of coughing.
Koko JVbr.
On our right the frozen Koko Nor stretched for miles. It
is less than 120 feet deep, but it is ten times as big as Lake
Leman, a real sea without any outlet. I had read some-
where that it was salt and in consequence won a bet of a
hundred Mexican dollars from Peter, who held that it was not
salt. I must admit that I had just lost another bet. Before
leaving Sining I had maintained that if we did succeed in
getting out of the civilized areas, the authorities would be
sure to insist on our having an escort and that we should
never manage to rid ourselves of it.
The clear, dry atmosphere gave wrong impressions about
distances and though the lake-edge seemed quite near, Peter
and I were galloping a good while before we got to it.
Blocks of ice covered with snow were heaped up on the shore.
We went about taking photographs. . . . That lake had,
for such a long time, symbolized an almost unrealizable
ambition. . . .
Our rides were sometimes rendered difficult by the
intolerable temper of Greys, the pony Peter had bought from
the lama. It was a pretty animal but always troublesome
when Peter was getting on. Peter put down to xenophobia
the special repugnance it seemed to feel for him. One day
in particular, the pony made a rush, threw Peter, and,
trampling on him, went off at a mad gallop, with the saddle,
the saddle-bag and its contents scattered in every direction.
I confess I was very much alarmed. Peter dragged himself to
a mound of earth and though he did not break down, he was
the colour of a cucumber. He had got a kick of a hoof on the
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